Factory Mutual Acceptance*

T. Clear Corporation
3255 Symmes Road
Hamilton, OH 45015

Protected Membrane Roof Systems

**T. Clear Protected Membrane Roof Systems are Factory Mutual accepted.**

See FM 1-29* for acceptability or call T. Clear Corporation.

*FM has not “approved” LightGUARD® or HeavyGUARD® PMRs because they are unable to fully test ballasted roofing systems. However, FM will “accept” these systems if the design meets the FM criteria.

Should you be involved in designing a T. Clear Corp. ballasted roof system, contact your local FM Field Engineering Office. The Field Engineer should have the Internal Bulletin filed with 1-29 allowing acceptance of T. Clear LightGUARD systems installed according to FM recommendations.

**NOTE:** The Factory Mutual design requirements are more stringent than T. Clear minimum requirements. The “Range 2” and “Range 3” manufacturer’s design criteria listed in Factory Mutual’s 2.0 Recommendations document refers to T. Clear’s “System 2” and “System 3” wind designs and securements as referenced in Technical Data Sheet 4.4.

Call T. Clear Corporation at 1-800-544-7398 for information or assistance.

®LightGUARD and HeavyGUARD are registered trademarks of the T. Clear Corporation